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Mr. Mayor, distinguished members of the city council, occupy portland
(specifically the policy solutions committee), and responsible citizens who are
here and who couldn't be here today, thank you one and all for your
considerable efforts on the behalf of living, breathing persons. I am so
thankful to have a Mayor championing the constitutional rights of natural
persons and calling attention to the fact that those rights are being usurped by
corporations. This non-binding resolution is an important first step to call
attention to corporations having more rights than natural persons. This
resolution builds awareness and support for the next step, underway right
now. That step is to draft a City Ordinance that enshrines the rights of natural
persons, denounces the rights of corporations, and ensures that living,
breathing humans have a say in their own government as the sovereign
people. This ordinance language will come from the work of CELDF.org who
have created a template from similar ordinances they helped get passed in
over 130 townships and cities across America. I urge the City Council to adopt
this resolution as it is written. I further urge the City Council to support a
binding City Ordinance that protects the constitutional rights of natural
persons, and ensures that power flows from we, the sovereign people, and not
from legal fictions. Thank you.

Sincerely,
Cyd Manro

cyd@eco-munity.com
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Good afternoon, my name is AnnaJoy Gillis. You may perhaps be troubled by
whether or not a local City council has the authority to pass a resolution dismissing a
federal Supreme Courl case. I'm here to testify as to the reasons that this upside down
federalism is in fact justified and also imperative. ln Citizens United v. FEC a five justice
majority issued a sweeping ruling on a narrow case, ignoring stare decisis and drowning
our democracy in corporate money. The original question of whether a non-profit could
air a TV movie less than 30 days before the election, was answered by allowing for
profit corporations, non-profits, and labor unions no limit to political spending. The
Supreme Court overstepped their bounds. To address the concerns of the previous
ACLU lobbyist, it was the the Supreme courl who basically amended the first
amendment. Their unconstitutionaljudicial activism and ignorance of the law means that
it is our duty to step up.
The basic premise of Citizens United is the proposition that the first amendment
bars regulatory distinctions based on a speaker's identity, including its "identity" as a
corporation. This is utterly false. First amendment rights can be regulated when the
government has a compelling interest to do so as seen with prisoners and school
children. ln Bethel SchoolDisf. No. 403v. Fraser the court asserted, "Diflerential
treatment is constitutionally suspect unless justified by some special characterisfic of
the regulated class of speakers, and that the constitutional rights of certain categories of
speakers, in ceftain contexts, are not automatically coextensive with the rights that are
normally accorded to members of our society." (emphasis added)
Let me expand on some of the special characterisfics of corporations that
differentiate them from individuals. Corporations have limited liability, perpetual life, and
vast assets that can be foreign controlled. When a corporation "speaks" by contributing
millions to a superPAC, who are they speaking for? Why give this profit driven entity the
power to influence political decisions? lmagine trying to fit General Electric into a voting
booth. Corporations can't vote. They are not people. Corporate personhood is a
invidious fiction that disenfranchises us. ln Justice Steven's dissent to Cltizens United
he states, "When citizens turn on their televisions and radios before an election and
hear only corporate electioneering, they may lose faith in their capacity, as citizens, to
influence public policy. A Government captured by corporate interests, they may come
to believe, will be neither responsive to their needs nor willing to give their views a fair
hearing." Thank you for fhrs hearing. Please pass resolution 49.
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fanuary tL,20tz
Mayor Sam Adams
Commissioner Nick Fish
Commissioner Amanda Fritz
Commissioner Randy Leonard
Commissioner Dan Saltzman
1.22L SW 4th Avenue
Portland, OR97204
Dear Mayor Adams & Commissioners:
I am writing to comment on the draft Resolution, designated as Item No. 49
on the Council's agenda for f anuary 1.2,20L2, that would urge Oregon,s
congressional delegation to prioritize congressional approval of a
constitutional amendment to reverse almost forty years of decisions by the
u.s. Supreme court regarding the regulation of political campaigns. The
ACLU of Oregon strongly opposes the Resolution because it urges
amendments that, if successful, would mark the first occasion in our nation's
history that the constitution has been amended to weaken the First

Amendment,

we do agree with the proponents of this Resolution that protecting the
integrity of the electoral process is essential to the maintenance of a free
society, including the ability of our society to defend cherished civil liberties
like free expression. However, the ACLU of Oregon believes that meaningful
reform of campaign finances can only be accomplished through a
combination of public financing of candidate campaigns and strong
disclosure requirements for all significant contributions and expenditures
not by undermining the First Amendment.



with any controversial decision, the Supreme Court's decision in Citizens
United has been met with outrage by many. We, too, were upset by the
Court's action to use that case to reach out and decide issues that had not
been argued by any ofthe parties to the case.
As

This is not the first Supreme Court decision that has resulted in calls to
amend the constitution and weaken the First Amendment, nor will it be the
last. some still advocate for constitutional amendments to permit
government-sponsored prayer and to prohibit burning a flag for the "wrong"
reasons. No matter how frustrated the public may be with the supreme
court or with any particular opinion of the court, we believe you should
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ACLU of oregon Letter on Resolution, Item No,

49

fanuary 1,1,201"2
Page 2

resist calls that would weaken and undermine the First Amendment and the
Bill of Rights.
It is also important to note that the specific constitutional amendments
referred to in the Council Resolution go far beyond merely addressing the
issue of corporate personhood that was the basis for the decision in Citizens
United. Both S. f. Res. 29 and H. J. Res. 72 would have the effect of
overturning every U.S. Supreme Court decision regarding campaign finance
since Buckley v. Valeo in t976.
Most of the worst problems we are currently experiencing in the financing of
federal elections have not been the result of U.S. Supreme Court decisions,
but instead have been the unintended results of "reforms" approved by
Congress. Giving Congress more authority to restrict political expression is
extremely unlikely to result in laws that would level the playing field.
In addition, the language of both proposed constitutional amendments is so
sweeping that they also could have the effect of nullifying the actions of
Oregon voters in rejecting proposed amendments to the Oregon Constitution.
ln 2006, Oregon voters were asked to approve an amendment that would
have weakened the Oregon free expression clause to permit restrictions on
campaign contributions and expenditures. Measure 46 was rejected by
voters by a margin of 600/o to 40o/o - both in Multnomah County and
statewide.
We hope that upon reflection you will understand that one recent unpopular
decision of the U.S. Supreme Court should not be used as the basis to approve
a resolution that would greatly weaken the core protection of political
expression contained in the First Amendment of the U.S. Constitution and in
the Oregon Bill of Rights.
We strongly urge you to reject the proposed Council Resolution. Thank you
for your consideration of our perspective.

Sincerely,

David Fidanque
Executive Director
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Subject: Testimony to the Portland City Council related to so.called corporate personhood, January 12,2012

Taking a position that that corporations should not receive the same legal rights as
natural persons do, that money from these corporations is not speeóh añO ttrat
independent expenditures should be regulated; then not applying the same standard to
other organizations is a bias form of censorship
The overriding intent of this anti-business resolution appears to be to outlaw one side of
a conversation while being in favor of allowing the endorsed side to continue as the only
conversation the side this administration agrees with. Such a track record already
exists - be it opposing a debate by the opposite party, or by not making a place at the
table for motorist specific representation on PBOT advisory committee!. Free speech
that incorporates a difference of opinion as part of the official process, or is in direct
opposition to the control mindset and preconceived special interest agendas is already
being suppressed by the city through the vetting of commissions and cbmmittees..

-

Just like organizations are comprised of a group of people; corporations have
employees that are people, stockholders that are people, and some of those

stockholders are people that include retirees on fixed incomes. The stockholders also
include people represented in both public and private sector pension plans.

lf corporations are stripped of the their so-called personhood rights, then so must high
profile well funded organizations such as The Sierra Club and The 1000 Friendsãf
Qregon. Money from these organizations should not be viewed as free speech either.
Creating restrictions just for opposing views is hypocritical. Equity iequires any
regulation must be applied across the board. lf you choose to pass thié resólution, thä
wording needs to be amended to include "corporations and other (defined)
organizations".

Moreover, if there is a need for a constitutional amendment, it would be to stop the
Federal Government, or even the City of Portland from handing out taxpayer dollars to
gpecg jnterest groups - like to the Surface Transportation Poliõy projeit (brpp) which
the EPA funds, or the BTA here in Portland which receives moñey tiom ifre City - and
then have these types of groups come back with paid lobbyists, hawking their lpecial
interest agendas to elected officials, as part of what has become a taipayer fùnded
political machine.
Buying a lobby effort with taxpayer dollars is a corrupt assault on what a democracy
should be. The behavior is a stench from the past when smoke filled back room politicå
were used to influence, manipulate, control and dominate the decision making piocess.
This stigma taints the citizen process of today, even to the degree of dictating to the
people. Additionally, spending taxpayer dollars to fund lobby groups is an unethical
practice that adds to government debt and reduces taxpayer dollars ihat could be used
to fund government services. With or without a constitutioñal amendment, this less than
transparent commingling of taxpayer dollars is money laundering that must be stopped!
Respectfully submitted,

Terry Parker

Jan l2th, 2012

-

City Council s¡reech
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My name is Jefï Stookey and I am speaking in support of'the two resolutions being proposed,
During the fìrst week of Jalluary, 2012, the NBC News chief Pentagon correspondent told
the Bill Press Radio Show that the Pentagon budget has increased 7l%o sinoe 9/11. With today's
economic depression and the winding down of two land wars in Asia, the Porlland City Council's
call to bring our war dollars home is the right thing to do.
Corporate oampaign contributions, oorporate lobbying, zurd the revolving door
between governmerÌt bureaucracies and corporate lobbying fìrms have ooncentrated enormous
corporate power. That power wields unprecedented influence over our government and the more
than half of our curuent F-ederal discretionary spending which goes for (quote/unquote)
"dgfense."
According to the Center for Iìesponsive Politics website OpenSecrets.org, the defense
sector has contributed a total of $150.8 million during the last two decades--$24 million during
the 2008 campaign cycle, alone. Meanwhile, defense lobbying topped $150 million in the same
year. These contributions and lobbying expenditures pay offhandsomely with billions of dollars
in def.ense contracts and government subsidies.
We should also keep in mind, the relationship between recent war spending and the large
oil corporations--also well subsidized.
How much more control might we the people have over directing the federal budget
toward domestic priorities if "corporate persons" were banned from making campaign
contributions to buy influence in the US Congress?
I must also ask, Have American cities been sold a bill of goods by defense corporations
eager to militarize and arm local police f-orces with tons of toys and gadgets? I urge the Council
to consider how much of the lrederal and city budget has been spent on paramilitary equipment
and supplies for our police: billy clubs, tear gas, pepper spray, and othet riot gear. All of which
has been brought out to conf:'ont nonviolent citizen protesters. I encourage you to remember
FDR's dictum, "the only thing we have to fèar is f'ear itself," and ask yourselves, Who is the real
enemy here?
Let us remember the words of General and President, Dwight Eisenhower, over 50 years
ago:

"ln the councils of govemment, we must guard against the acquisition of unwarranted
influence, whcther sought or unsought, by the military-industrial complex. The potential for the
disastrous rise of misplaced power exists and will persist.
We must never let the weight of this combination endanger our liberties or democratic
processes. We should take nothing for granted. Only an alert and knowledgeable citizenry can
compel the proper meshing of the huge industrial and military machinery of deÍbnse with our
peaceful methods and goals, so that security and liberty may prosper together."
'['he "defènse" industry uses its court-given "corporate personhood rights" to promote
wars all over the globe. Peace is not profitable, nor is redirecting our resources toward "insuring
domestic tranquility and prornoting the general welfàre." The two resolutions befbre us today
are deeply interconnected. I urge you to adopt them both.
'l-hank you.
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rftzlr;:As we all know, corporate constitutional rights have been an issue since the beginning of
this country, but corporate power-grabbing received a lot of pushback from thJSup.otr"
Court until the early l97O's, when Lewis Powell essentially overthrew the government. It
sounds sensational to speak of conspiracies and bloodless coups but that is exactly what
Powell achieved. Since then, wages have stagnated, states don't have enough money to
provide services and the Citizen's United decision has made official the buying of
political candidates. (indeed, we just recently heard about how V/ashington state is not
meeting its constitutional obligation to fully fund education and two weeks ago I sat in
this chamber and listened to the discussion regarding cutting bus and maintenance
services here in Portland-this, while 7 .7 trilliondollars of our tax monies were doled out
to the likes of Morgan Stanley and Bank of America at less than l%o interest by the
Federal Reserve Board of Governors). What Powell did is render our system of checks
and balances impotent by infiltrating the Supreme Court and making it the mouthpiece of
corporate interests. It's rather brilliant the way he used the constitution itself not ónly to
usurp rights intended for flesh-and-blood humans, but to undermine the very checks and
balances that were to prevent such usurpation by the government! In grabbing
constitutional rights for themselves corporations have gone from being the toóls of
government policy to making that government be nothing more than their tools.In this
fight between government and its legal tools, the People have been left out in the cold.
And when corporate interests advocate for the "free market" to be unhindered by
government, I have to say that I don't consider taking 7 .7 trrllion dollars of taxpayer
money at ridiculously low interest rates, and in secret, to have anything at all to do with
the free market. And I don't want to live in a country where companies pollute our water
and air and then withhold internal documents, saying that their right to privacy allows for
their classification, and I don't want to live in a country where companies liké Monsanto
can legitimately sue an independent farmer when the wind blows thàir genetically
modified seed onto his land, when it should be the farmer who is compénsated for the
adulteration of his product.I don't want to live in a country where ouipoliticians have to
pay more attention to CEOs than to their constituency, and where our tãxes end up in the
pockets of the wealthy elites instead of in our schools. Every state in the union needs to
rise up in rebellion against the state of affairs that has sucked all our money out of
¡chools, social programs, and infrastructure and put it into the hands of a few CEOs,
including these days the CEOs of defense-industry corporations who play dangerous war
games for their individual profit. A lot of the war money we want to bring home is,
ironically, already at home. Ending the idea of corporations having constitutional rights,
and the idea that money equals speech is the way for us to pave thé road to a different
state of affairs in the future. And finally, it is important for Americans to remember that a
democracy is only inhabited by revoluiionaries ánd that it is our American birthright. If
we do not engage in this revolution (which can be understood as well as a revolving, o,
turning) we will lose this democracy entirely-therefore, it is important that this issue be
ref.erred to the individual revolutionaries known as voters. Rnd uìhke the silly exercise
that our national elections have become, casting a vote against constitutional iights for
corporations would truly be a revolutionary act. So please let Portlanders reclaim our
self-determinism and our true American identity with a referral. I conclude with a
statement from Jeff Clement's recently published book Corporations are not people:
"...concentrated power and aggregated wealth in corporations have always led
corporations to seek 'rights'. An assertive, vigilant citizenry and leadership has always
been needed to push back". Thank you for making this issue a priority.
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P.O. Box 2723

Portland, OR 97208-27 23

503/283-1922
s03/283-1877 (fax)
www. com moncause. org/oregon

.lanuary 12,2012

To: Mernbers of the Portland City Council
Fronr: Janice Thornpson, Common Cause Oregon
Common Cause Oregon urges a "yes" vote on the resolution discussed today as agerrda item #49
regardirrg the U.S. Supreme Couft's Citizens Uniled v. þ-ederal Elections Commission decision.
campaigrr finance regulation, and corporate personhood.
Tlte Cilizens [Jnited decision focused on one aspect o1'the flow o1'rroney in fbcleralcandidate
carnpaigns: independetrt expenditures, which are payn'ìents for electioneering in support of or against
a candidate that are produoed independently of the candidate,
Indeperrdent experditules are treated differently fronr direct contributiorrs due to two elenrents ol'the
Buckley v. Valeo decision.

Buckleyiustified limits on direct contributions to candidates because the potential for corruption or
the appearance ol'corruption outweighed fr.ee speeclr concerns.
Prrtting limits on direct candidate contributiorrs, though, sets the stage for independent expenditures.
I-1owever, Buckley struck down a limit on independent expenditures fiom individuals, associatio¡s,
and PACs. I'he Buckley court found that dLre to the independent nature of this type of political
spending l}om these groups, there is rro potential for corruption. They also rejectecl other reasons fbr
regulating irrdependerrt expenditures such as fairness.

Though this "no potential for corruption" fi'olr indeperrdent expenditures may make sense to the
courts, this reasoning is troubling to rnost candidates who lose control of their campaign message.
Also most people are troubled fì'om a corrìn'ìon sense perspective about independent expenditures.
Tlris means tlrat even beltrre Citizens United there were independent expenditures in federal
campaigns, just none paid for with corpor-ate treasury dollars.
Before Clitizens Uniled there was a history of regulation on corporate political spending that began
witlr the 'l'illmarr Act of I 907. In 1947 the Taft-Hartly Act barred labor unions and corporations fi.om
rrraking expenditures and oontributions in federal elections. These limits were such established law
that they weren't part ol'the Iitigation that led to the Bucklelt decision.

In 1990, Attslìn v. Michigan Chantber ofCommerce was upheld by the U.S. Supreme Court and
clarífied the cornpelling irrterest in regulatirrg corporate politioal sperrding due to the "corrosive and
distorting ef'lbcts ol'immense aggregatiorrs of wealth that are accumulated with the help of'tlre
corporate f'onn and that have little or no correlation to the public's support for the corporation's
political ideas."
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lltisALtstin rationale was the key factor in upholding McCain-Feingold regulations on use of
corporate treasury dollars l'or electioneering. These were the regulations of concern to the norr-profit
group Citizens United regarding contributions for distributiorr o1'their movie about Hillary Clinton.
Tbe Citizens Unilecl decision overturned Austin and elirninated the part of McCain-F'eingold that
regulated corporate independent electioneering.

Afterthe Citizens Uniled decision on January, 21,2010. corporate entities could begin usingtreasury
do I lars f'or i ndependent expend itures regard ing federa I cand i dates.

Keep in mind that corporate entities inolude businesses and unions. In the case of unions corporate
treasury dollars means money that comes from the thousands of members of those groups. In the case
of corporations, corporate treasury dollars means profits.
Since independent expenditures before (litizens United could be legally paid for by individuals and
PACs, the presence of independent expenditures in 2010 wasn't new, but the volume increased due
to the new availability of corporate money. This rrìeans. however, that overturning Citizens (lnited
doesn't enable regulation of all independent expenditures. For this reason Common Cause Oregon
particularly appreciates that this resolution recognizes the need to consider other reasons besides a
rlan'ow focus on corruption as the basis for carnpaign finance regulatious.

Thouglr one eff'ect of Citizens United was to equate oorporations with people and groups it did so on
the basis of the First Amendment. This means that addressing corporate personhood alone isn't
enough. Bul Citizens United joins a long list of court decisions that inappropriately give corporations
undue constitutional protections. This is why it is so important that this resolution addresses
corporate personhood as well as Cilizens United and concerns about money not being speech and
regulatiorr of independent expenditures.
'fhanks to all who worked on this resolution and Comnron Cause Oregon
urges a'oyes" vote.

ln response to those who may criticize your actions as being beyond the purview of the Portland City
Council I'll end my testimony with two points.
First, several menrbers of Oregon's federal delegation have already signed on to constitutional
arnerrdments addressing Citizens United and this resolution provides additional infol'mation to them
in urgirrg tlrat they expand the scope of those efforts.

Second, Portland is not an island and is obviously affected by political and policy decisions made in
Washington D.C. lì'or example, Portland has been bulfeted by the downturn of the economy. A rnajor
element in the economic meltdown relates to weak federal regulation of Wall Street and the real
estate finarcial sector. It seems to be no coincidence that the f inance, insurance and real estate sector
gave $2.3 billion to candidates, leadership PACs, and party committees between 1989 and 2009 as
reported by the Center for Responsive Politics. More importantly, this amount eclipsed every other
sector making campaign contributions in those twenty years. In the wake of Citizens United
contributiolrs from the financial and real estate sector are growing. This raises grave concerns about
rnaintaining, much less strengthening, consurïer protection rules and fìnancial industry regulations.
'l'he resultilrg ripple eflècts will affect Portland's economy làr into the future
and make City Council
action on this resolution both appropriate and very important.
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Parsons, Susan

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
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Parsons, Susan
Monday, January 09, 2012 9:00 AM

Adams, Sam; Fish, Nick; Fritz, Amanda; Leonard, Randy; Saltzman, Dan
'Rick Staggenborg'

Subject: FW: Testimony - FOR THE RECORD: Statement on January 12 Portland City Council agenda item #49

regarding resolution to abolish corporate personhood
This testimony has been entered into the record.
Sue Parsons
Assistant Council Clerk
City of Portland
503.823.4085
please note new email address:
Susan. Parsons@portlandoregon.gov

From: Rick Staggenborg fmailto:staggenborg+r"nut"@hotmail.;j
Sent: Sunday, January 08,2072 11:05 AM
To: Parsons, Susan
Cc: Andrew Green; Amy Amrhein; Carly Gabrielson; Suzanne Bonamici; Kaliko Castille; Joyce Segers
FOR THE RECORD: Statement on January 12 Poftland City Council agenda item #49 regarding
resolution to abolish corporate personhood

Subject:

Dear Ms Parsons:
Please enter this communication on the offícial records of the Podland City Council.

I am working in Podland, Oregon and nationally through a variety of groups to abolition of corporate
personhood, so have a great interest in the proposed resolution to call for a constitutional amendment to
abolish corporate personhood

To establish my credentials, these organizations include Take Back America (Board Presdident), Alliance
for Democracy (member of national council), Abolish Corporate Personhood Now (Board member) and
Veterans for Peace (chair of the National work group on abolition of corporate personhood), Through
these groups we are collaborating with Move to Amend and many of its partner organizations around the
nation on the issue. Of these groups I represent Take Back America, Abolish Corporate Personhood Now
and the VFP workgroup in making the following suggestions for revisions. It is my understanding that
David Delk, chair of the Portland chapter of Move to Amend and national co-chair of AfD is in agreement
with the main points, though i cannot speak for him.

I want to thank the Mayor and the council for

recognizing the crucial impoftance of addressing this issue
and the responsibility of elected representatives around the nation to take a position in the one issue that
has the potential to restore government of, by and for the People to the US. The Portland resolution is of
major importance because of several features that I believe are unique to resolutions passed so far. As a
result, it has the potential to become a model for all future resolutions. This is why it is of critical
impoftance to get the wording right.
My concern is with the wording of the following paragraph:
"BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the City of Portland hereby includes in its 2012 Federal Legislative
Agenda support for efforts to pass an Amendment to the United States Constitution related to campaign
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finance reform including S. J. Res. 10 introduced by Senator Tom Udall of New Mexico and Senator Jeff Merkley
of Oregon and H.J. Res. 72 introduced by Representative Kuft Schrader of Oregon and co-sponsored by
Representatives Blumenauer and DeFazio of Oregon; and, respectfully urges Oregon's Congressional delegation
to prioritize congressional proposal of an amendment to the United States Constitution addressing the threats to
representative government identified in this resolution so that the states may ratify it; and,"

I

have been in contact with Senator Merkley's offíce and believe that he would support a stronger amendment at
this time. We have convinced key staffers that the Udall and Schrader amendments would not only fail to
regulate corporate money in politics but defeat our cause by enshrining corporate personhood in the constitution.
In giving Congress the power to regulate corporate campaign contributions, the obvious implication is that they
are legal. Only if corporate personhood is abolished and the ability of corporations and other special interest
groups to contribute to campaigns explicitly banned will the expressed purpose of this resolution be met.

Therefore, I am suggesting that the council strike all references to support of the Udall and Schrader
amendments and reaffirm in the concluding paragraph that the council on behalf of the City of Portland calls
upon Oregon's congressional delegation to introduce and support the passage of an amendment that will abolish
corporate personhood, declare that money is not free speech and explicitly ban direct or indirect political
contributions from corporations, unions and 501.c4s.
Thank you for considering these amendments to the resolution.

Rick Staggenborg, MD
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